Making a Timeline of Stained Glass History
Include all of these words in your timeline, in this order:

Using
Word
Template

1. Romanesque/Augsburg

8.Art Nouveau

2. Gothic

9. L.C.Tiffany

3. Renaissance

10. John La Farge

4. Reformation

11. Art Deco

5. Heraldic (or Heraldry)

12. Frank Lloyd Wright/Prairie Style

Using

6. Gothic Revival

13. Marc Chagall

Google

7. Victorian

14. Contemporary/Modern

Slides

Requirements:
Format– Your Choice: hand-drawn on paper, as a banner, or digitally, using any slide or presentation program that you
are comfortable with.
Include: * in correct order, all 14 of the above people/eras/styles in your timeline
* dates/date ranges for all
* at least 1 picture for each of the 14 categories
* 2-3 stained glass facts about each, in your own words, in sentence format Such as:
What glass or construction techniques are being used?
Is there a certain subject matter or theme to the style of stained glass?
Is there a country where the style originated? Where was the style most common?
What political activities are going on at this time that have affected the making of stained glass?
If it’s a person, what did they contribute to stained glass history?
* Cite all sources on an end slide, or on a separate sheet of paper.
You will be graded on:
Does each fact pertain to stained glass history? Is it in your own words and not copied/pasted from the source?
Accuracy: do you have dates in the right order? Check a variety of sources to be sure.
Neatness and effort: does your timeline look as if you put in solid effort?
Double-check spelling and word capitalization
Do you have a visual representation of all 14?
Do you also give 2-3 stained glass facts for each of the 14?
DUE DATE: Last Wednesday of the trimester by 2:55pm. NO EXCEPTIONS– do not wait until the last minute.
Either share/email it to me at aberzins@mccsc.edu or print out and turn it in. Include your name in subject line.
Places to start research:
http://stainedglass.org/history-of-stained-glass/
http://buffaloah.com/a/DCTNRY/stained/
http://www.americanvisionwindows.com/the-history-of-stained-glass-windows/
https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/getty-museum/getty-decorative-arts/a/stained-glass-history-and-technique
http://www.houzz.com/ideabooks/9456207/list/flying-colors-stained-glass-through-the-ages-to-today

http://home.ubalt.edu/ntygfit/ai_03_illuminating_love/ai_03_see/cathedrals/cathedral_glass_2.htm

